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ConneCt 12:Twelve Fast, Fun, and Effective Lessons to Enhance Focus & Academic Success

Lesson 2: sLeep DeepLy

A bedtime routine may be established where deep pressure is used to help a child sleep better and 
increase the communication between the mind and body. 

First

Do all movements on the I Can Calm Myself Poster and add the dots (deep pressure) on both 
feet, doing one foot at a time, then squeeze up the legs, one leg at a time. Adjust the pressure as 
appropriate. Deep pressure should feel comfortable and never hurt.

next

This back routine is a calming way to ready the body for restful sleep. 
Begin with both palms touching the middle of the back as shown. With firm pressure, move the palms in 
opposite directions. 

When palms arrive at 
right shoulder and left 
hip, provide a firm but 
comfortable squeeze to 
the shoulder and hip at 
the same time.

Repeat on the other side by bringing palms back to the middle of the back and moving the palms in the 
opposite direction to the left shoulder and right hip. Provide a firm but comfortable squeeze to the shoul-
der and hip at the same 
time. Have the child 
take a nice, deep breath 
between each shoulder 
and hip press.

Repeat the complete pattern on right and left sides five times or as many times as is needed to quiet the mind 
and body for sleep. 

then

End the routine by completing a Figure 8 pattern. With a flat palm and firm 
pressure, follow a Figure 8 pattern on the back, going up the middle and to the 
left to begin. Do ten Figure 8’s, always going up the middle and around.

VaLuing time together 
Conclude your night time routine with a message of gratitude. Tell one another what 
you are grateful for and something that happened in the day that made either of you feel 
grateful, happy, or loved.


